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ABSTRACT
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'emphasize either letters and the orthographic rules that create words
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units through-reading experience. Subjects indicated whether a target
letter appeared in a display consisting of three, four, or five .
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. present in half "the trials. the pattern of results obtained for the
kindetgarten students was different-from the resultt- for the other
,age groups; kindergarten pupili showed no ;different Win response
times for words, pseudovOtds,-Or noniords, while all other groups
showed ordered response times that increased from words to
pseudowords to nonwords. These results are Viktn as further evidence
of the importance -of orthographic regularity and phon.,cs in beginning
reading instruction. (Discussion following presentation of the Paper
is included.) (EL)
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*
What .Do Children Learn When They Learn to Read?

.,
Learning to read involves the acquisition of a-few skills specific to

reading. and the use of many ether abilities -that are cannon to a variety of

cognitive procesSei. Previously-acquired linguistic and conceptual knowledge

relevant for understa4ding offal longUage and interpreting visual experience

is also necess:lry'for reading. Learning tO,read largely involves the learning

of a new language code that is based primarily on spatial relations rather t

on:the temporal pelationi of the speech code., Most children in the mary
-

grades poisess the necessary perceptual, linguistic, and co teal abilities

to process some written language. Much of begpni reading instruction p!

therefore directed towards'aFfivities unique-to processing the visual ;ode..

"Beginning students-of reading mils taught the left-to-right ordering of the

letters and words in the and their sometimes arbitrary relationships to

spoken language. the teaching of reading is focused mainly on the

.

acquisit of basic visual reoagnition,and decoding skills. The.teaching

of deciding often involves Grills on specific lelter-sound correspondences,

but teaching methods can differ in the amolie of emphasis placed on more

general relationships between English orthography and.phonology.

The emphasis on the relationship between oral and written languagels

evident in-most ifnot all beginning reading programs. . Training in phonics or

decoding to Sounds has been a fundamental, part of reading instruction for

decades ((]gall, 1967, this volume; Huey, 1908). lliis is the case despite the

fact that decoding is only one method of recognizing words. Research has

Andicated\that 'Anemic encoding plays a relatively minor role in rapid Word

identification and skilled *ding (Henderson, in press;Kleim3p, 1975;
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Massifo, 1 975). For the7bcginning reader, however, phonics has tiaditio:nallye

. .4 ,

4

been taught in order to enable children to decode any unfamiliar.printed work
.1

. into a recbgnizable approximation of:its Pronunciation. Yet many common

English words ,are blatant exceptioni to letter-sourid correspondence rules:

making the need for some sight-word recognitioh inevitable.

A secondary goal, or atleast a result, of phonics training is to provide

the beginning reader with some knowledge of t he regularities of English

44

-orthography. Ju\ as English phonology restricts the combinations of phonemes

which can follow one another in words, orthographic rules constrain graphemic.

constructions. Phonics drills uhich relate regularly-occurring graphemic

and phonemic groupings presumably call 'attention to these regularitiet and

thereby help the beginning reader to become familiar with them as general

linguistic rules. Knowledge off' English orthography could therefore come to

facilitate word recognition regardless of whether or not phonemic encoding

is tied as a route to comprehension in skilled reading (Venezky & Massaro,

this volume).

It is obvious that at least some words. are recognized,byb

4

both and

beiinning readers while they are reading a passage of text. Rapid wordiden-'

tificatiom is an effective subskill of reading in that it can free aptentional

demends fromldecoaing to accessing lexical, and, semantic information about

words" stored in memory. In fact, when word recogniticin becomes an automatic

process (LaBerge 4 Samuels, 1974), it adeht be unnecessary during reading
. -

to divert attention.fnmathe processing of meaning to the recognition of in-
.

dividual letters and words. Thus he might expect herd recognition skills to

be related to reading ability. This is apparently true for beginning readers,

as some research has shown high correlations between word recognition Skills
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and other is aidres of reading ability. For readers, such. as the

averagerage college student-, word recognition -has beeome.automatic or at'least

rapid enough-such that torreldiskons between word processingskills and reading

abilitlis are low (Perfetti -lesgold,.this volume).

A
The issue that we with to raise for the presqnt discussion concerns how

rapidigord recognition skills develop as children learn to read. That is,

does phonics training or other experience.with`writ.ten English fpster the de-

. r ;

velopment and use of orthographic rules to infer word.structure based on pre-

.s.
limlnary and partial visual analyses? Or are common words and.other familiir

,

morphemic Units recoinized as "wholes" in the same way that single letters
,

are? 'These are, of course, questions thatIconcern purely perceptual. aspects

of reading. our discussion to how single words are recognizik

we must viously ignore iani other cognitive and linguistic.processes that
,

*tervene between glimpses of text and comprehension of written language.
.f

Further, *whether individual letters or whole words are identified as elements
..

of petceptudi categories in memory probably depends on tba4evet-ofinformatien--

being sought by,the reader. Nevertheless, if rapid word recognition itle only

important 'skill unique to readingq4S-Yenezky and Massaro claim), then the

study of the development of this skill is important for our understanding of 8,

de'
begipning reading. By identifying-what adults recognize when they are presented

with visual displays containing words, wean discovekhat tgtry to teach

children:to.look for inext. Ani we might also learn about what they see
F

despite our attempts at instruction.

b

Theories of Word Rccognitidn

Mast theories of word recognition begin with a sometimes vagOe set of

ft
O
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elementary-features as the initial: central representations of visual experl-

ence. That is, brightness contours and other information sUcb.asthe presence!

. of lines, edges, and corners are detected by cells in the visual cortex of,-

.

. the brain. Featural information is brieflyheld in memory until the input

from,succeedingeye fixations replaces This Tegi4tration of 14formation

is assumed to be precategoilcal in the sense that its quality -is largely.

.

independent of the. type of display presented', be it a word, a random letter

string, or any other combination of features-with a similar contour density.
1

I:-

Information in prepercepfUal sera he (Massaro, 1975) is then synthesizedior-
-. 0. 1 . . 'A' .

Categorized with respact to a set Of relevant perceptual categories in memory.
.- -

. . . . . .
ft is the nature of this categorization process tat serves to diffel-ontiate

among theories of Word recogn ition.

4 AosCidults add first grade childroyean. eagily'name a letter when it

is visually presented arone and in.a familiar. form. ,The assumption is that'

Interpol categories exist for the letters that are defined in term of sets,

of critical features. These categories'allow anditory and vistia translations

of the lesser codes if the assignments for visual shaReS tircetlain sounds

have been learned. 1hus4ja visually presented word can be Quickly converted

- 0 a string.of letter names or their phonemic codes by. a 'Aerate adult. This
*

conversion is an obligatory, route to word recognition in Som6theoriels:,)whireas
. ,.

others characterize word recognition-es a process similar to letter recognition.

s Thatis, when a word

beg usedlo recognize
.

iS viewed, the features in preperceptualetorage could

letters-untiLthe word itself is unique'', .

. .

detetained. Alternatively, units larger than single letters could be recog-

nited directly from their visual features, and word recognition could be a
4. . A"' .

holistic process or one bas4i on recognizing component letter Clusters as 4

.

6

L

rc
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units. This distinction is clearly illustrated in NeisSers 11967) description

w.
of the competing theoretical outlooks as being based on inference or on uniti-

.

zation (see also Hondcisonein press; Juola, Taylor; &. choc,-in press;'

Smith ( Haviland, 1972; and Smith & Spoeh, 014).

Inference iheories'(e.g., Massaro; 197S)-base woid.perception upon the

prior recognition of.one or MOM letters. Not all letters need to be identified
\is` ,

befor e the word can be recognized, however. TWidentification of any letter-' t

1 in an.f.ngl' h word limits the possible alternatives for whit its neighbors

carebe: ,the identification of kfew letters can lent to word recognitiqn

byfacilitating or eliminating the need for subsequent letter identification.

In this way it is cleathai word recognition could be accomplishearby proc,.

essing fewer visual features than would be necessary if each-le tter had to-
. ,

beAdentified independently: Inferential processes could alio operate in

decoding. The identification ora few lettersounds could be Used-to generate .

the entire phonemic code of the word, On at feast a recognizable approximation

to its nermal'sound pattern. .

Unitization theories (e.g., Smith, 1971), on the other hand, do.not mai

' tain that word recognition is necessarily based on the prior identification
.

of letters or speech sounds. . Rather, as the visual features and their respec-
.

tiveclocations are processed, carpeting word. alternitives are eliminated. In .

this process, some letters in the word might be identified incidentally, but
1

%hey do not contributeito word recognition unles.4 the mord is not recog4Pnizable.

Aso

.

as a sight-word unit. Hypothesized perceptual units have-included letters,

words, and familiar lettgr clusters such as spellint pattefns which could

all .be recognized directly from their visual features (Juna, Taylor, G Choc,

in prtssi Uylog, Miller, f. Juola, 1976).

ti
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. IIII
Distinctions between ipference and unitizationhepries arc often difficult.

to make in practick, however: for example, words: can sometimes be identified

under impoverished visual conditions that would preclude identification.ot any
N.

individual letter (Huey, ,1908). ,This result is often used.as evidence that
,..

words are perceived as wholes,' without depending on' prior letter idehtigication

,proCeises: However, even if no'letter is seen tlearly enough to be rec4nized,

the available information might be sufficient to limit the possible alternatives
.

% .
, . .

to only a few at each position. The limitations on the letter alternatives,
.

. .

could be used in conjunction knowledge -of orthographic etructure to .
.

idinitify the ;ord. There are other complications 'in trying to decidJ between
,,

tne theories. Forexample,"advocates of theiunitization view ofteh claim. that. .

word perception can be Lsed.either on letters or on higher-order unItsdepen-,/

_
.

.

ding-on/what,the iuhjgct's expedtancy or processing strategy is. Thus letterAll/

^ $0
brletter code could be supported 8y-the data from -a givmexperiment.

imrOlvi!ig word.dispitA if the task

using a letter recognition strategy

can be'peyfOrmeasmole.efficiently by '

than by first identifying the overall pattern
, .

.and then checking to determine what its, compone nefetterS ar(Diork 4 Estes,

1973;'Estes, 197S; Istes;Ajork,.4 Skaar;,1974; NWSsaro, 1973; Thompsion &

Massaro, 1973, Exp. II). On the other hand, if the task encothves recognizing

the entire display, it slam appear-to be th& case that letters -arc actually

seen better when presented in a familiar (ward) cOn5Ckt tgalr'shen presented

'in an titaisiliar string of letters (.juola., thoe, Leavitt,F4).

In the next section We review some studies of the pe*eptien of w6ids and

other letter strings jhat have been used in the Oast to support one or another

of the theoreticarpositions. Ighi0 we do not think that the time has come fore. ..:.
tibial dispensatirwith regard to the inference versus unitization issue, we

.
..

-8
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*do feel that a model based exclusively on letter identification and ortho-

graphic knowledge is inadequate to explain rapid word identification and
*O r .

skilled reading.` It remains to be determined if either inference or unitiza-%

....tiop theories can provide an adequate description of developmental_Changes in
t

..
. 4

children's word recognition processes as they leareto read.
,

.4- J 4. ?' , . - ,

. There are many experimental tasks which shoW advantages. for common words .

.
,

'over letter strings that are'notfamiliar, orthographically regular, or meaning-

ful in any way:. Some of these tasks confound perceptual as well as memory and

ahe Word Sdperiority Effect

tE

.4

response processes thereby concealing the source of word advantages (see Henderson,
.6

impress; Smith 4 Spoehr, 1974).- It is now generalli accepted that Beicher'sk .
/.
(1969) procedure elin*rted enough of the artifaetual causes of word. superiority

effects to allow -the conclusion that word advantage exists in perceptual
.

recognition processes. iReicher-specified two letter alternatives either in-
. ,

-"mediatelybefore or soon after "a briefLvisual display tilat contained one of

the letters. The display types-consisted of four- letter words,anagrams of

. thnslannIsi,.or single iAters onfy. The sOglicts were more accurate in picking

the correct lettit alternative when it was included n a word display than when'

.
if was.,included in a nonsense string of'letters or presented alone. 'Our

.t.i
.

,

ascuision of the wotd superiority effect will henceforth be limited to'com-

prisons between the perception of words and the perception of meaningless
.

letter strings.) ,

ileichees results appear to support the unitization _theory since, when

words were displayed, each of ,the two letter'alternativesfOrmed-a comMA word

when included in theAppropriate display posiipion The effects of orthographic-

. A
ft

.6
_
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redundandy should then have been controlled for and eliminated as'a possible .

cause of the word advantage over nonwords. However, Massaro (1975) has argued

that redundancy can still play a role in the-Reicher tasr.irthe'subjects

attempt to synthesize a word from 'letter and featUral information before the

#

two response 'alternatives are.considered.-sIn this case partial information

about the critical letter could be used to assist the synthesis of the

actually - presented word oil word trials', thus insuring a correct response.' On

nonword trials, however, this attempted-synthests.would fail or arrive, at a

4mord that was not actually presented. In most cases they subjeCi would then

be left with two alternativei between which to choose, and neither light match

any letter,that had been identified. Because.jof the greater potential for

failure in the synthesis process on nonword trials, the probability.of a correct

response woulibe less than when words weieinesented.,

Reeognitionfexperimentssimilar to Belcher's. (1969) have been'used to

demonstrate that letters are more perceptible when they are incluiile.d in ortho-

graphically regular and pronounceable pseudowords than when they ai part of
. .

hn irregular string (Alderman 4 Smith, 1971; Baron 4 Thurston,'1973). One can

understand how pseudowords could be more perceptible than irregular nonwords

ficmiekther an inference or a unitization point of view. Pseudowords could be

processed more efficiently betause their fegular orthographic structure facili-

tates letter idenWication. However, pseudowords contain letter clusters

which ar,i, familiar components of common words, and 'these Units might be recognized

directly froWtheir visual features. In either-case, the use of redundancy could
. .-

operate at the featUral level, basing identification of the entire display on

-firer features than those necessary tb identify all of the cdmponent leads Ak
. . .., . ql!

if they were to be considered separately.
. .

*,

10
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We have reported the results of several.experimCnts designed tc test

t- t
inference and unitization hypotheses in a task like.Reicher's. to one study

(luola,-Leavitt, & Choe, 1974), the displays included common.words and ,ortho-

graphicallyregularyseudowords, Letter alternatives .Iere specified either
e FL , 1

. 4

in advance or after the display as in Reicher's svidy. In both conditions,

letters were shorn to be 'bre perceptible in words'iban in pseudowords.

Although the pseudowordinonherddifference diicussed earlier is consistent with

,
either an inference or unitiiatiCh theory, an.aaditiorial perceptual advantage -

f6r worils is consistent only tiith the unitization view. This is unc4r the

assumption ihaethe pseudowords have in fact been equated with the words in

terms of orthographic structure.' In the absedce of any agreed -upon and

general set ofrults for determining the degree'of orthographic regularity
. .

In letter' strings, this last assumption cannot be validated (Veneaky & Nbsiare,
.

this volume). .

It &bald be noted that there-are experiments similar'io Reicher's which -

failto show word superiority effects. These studies have typically involved
, -

.

. practice wit0 a fixed and sell set of letter alternatives as well as, sometimes,
-

. .
, ,
. f .

speafic kiOwledge about the relatiite position of the critical letter in the

Visplay Mork & Estes, 1973; Estes, Mork, G Skaar, 1974; Massaro, 1973;

Thompson &Massaro, 1973j. We argue thit this variant of the Reither frocedure
,

disrupts the normal strategy of attempting to recognize the display before

considering the response alternatiires. Rather, practice with aspecific set

of letter alternative; encourages,a letter-processing strategy that results in
a

..

the Ause of orthographic information or per.mptual units larger than single
.

.

.- .

letters. For these reasons, we have called experiments using i fixed set of
. ,

.

- target letters for a series of displays detection tasks to distinguish them
.

.

11'
A
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from recognition tasks of the Reicher type/ Consistent with this dichotomy,

Juorh; Choc, and Leavitt (1974) demonstrated that the Visual similarity between

two target letters hg-no effect on recognition peqormance, hut greater simi-
.

larity produces poorer perfoimance in deti4on (see also TheLpsog 4 Massaro, 103):

This discussion of the.word superiority effect has been limited to a cohsid-

*eratien of data and theories relevant to perceptual recognition tasks. There

are a numbar of other experimental proCedures.that have also been used to

demonstrate Advantages for words in perception, and some cf these might prove

to be more practical in experimental work with children.. For instance, a.task

involving search for a given letter in a display containing several letters

can be performed by children who have not ygt learned the 'Lames of the letters.
.

The use of this type of search task also allows for the study of perceptual

processei involved in recognizing/the display infOrmation and subseqUent cam-

,

.
parison processes operating between the target letter and the encoded display

.informattOn after it has ben recognized. Fihally, this procedure eliMinates''

many of the motivational problems that-can wiselfor subjecii (especially children)

'- who are continuallrconfronted with

.

In the remainder of this paper

brief displays that'are difficult to identify.

we will 'discuss some earlier results from
(7..

. .-,- ;

/visual
search tasks that 'have. been designed:to study developmental processei

L

,
1

related to reading ab4lity. We willthen colihsider the data from a study of
,

visual seaTch'recengy completed ivur.labOiratory. Zic.resultsare relevant
r NIP

. ..

,

to.the-issues of how phildre4 learn to recognip.words rapidly-and how they Mr/
4 I. w ,

to-process words in memory 'after they%have eeereedpilzed.

7

.

. .

Visual search tasks
r

sr rt
4

7a4N1s,...

=

.

VisuarSe. h,

re

Ll
arc of twO gene al typds; one involves large display's

A

12

rJ

4r.
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or long lists of items that must be scarified using several eye fixations (c.g:,

Neisser,.1963), and the'other involves the presentation of a small amount of

information to central. vision such that it can be processed during a single

eye fixation Ze..0,-Atkinsoq,-Holmgren, & JuoAt 1969). Krueger (1970a,b)

hai that. a single target Ir. n be fpu90 faster in. both kinds of
.

search tasks if wards ratber 01.4, ...iprondtinceable nonwords are used. Krueger

concluded fromihis research that-femiliaxand highly redundInt words are encoded-

.-more rapidly than irregular nonwords, but subsequent comparison processes are

largely. the same for the two types of displays. We tested this conclusion,

directly, by preienting visual displays containing from three to rive letters

thatyere either carrion Words or orthographidally regu it and pronounceable
, A

pseudowords (Gilford & Juola, 1976). A different target letter was specified

on eadh'trial, and it was included in the display on half thetrials (positive

response required) ane it was absent on the other half (negative response

..regpired). In. this task errors Writ 'relatively infrequent and the relevant

data are, response latencies Consistent with earlier findings (Atkinson et

mi.; 1969), response times increased linearly with the number ordisplay

letters. The'slopes of ifigbest:flitting linear equations wereequivalent for

positive and negailtrials, and they were also equal for wordand Oseudoword

displays. However, the overall responie time was aboutA,O.milliseconds faster

for words than for pseudowords

4

In order to-interpret,these results, it is first necessary to.develop a.
e00del forvisual search involvilig the ipformationavailable in foveal vision.

Nit assume that when a single target letter is presented, it is held in memory

..as a visual rbde. (It is possible, as Townsend and Roos, 1973, have argued,

thai:the target latter is had in either arnuditory or a visual form in-
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preparation for`sybsequent processes which can be based on either type of code

.We argue, however; that this type of Trch task is based on visual codes, C\

and we will support. our' argument with data that are discussed later.)

the visual display Is present* it is-encoded into a fora compatible with the

target item. The targaletter is then exhaustively compared with each of the

items in the display before a decision to make a positive or negative resivnse

is made. Theinierpretation that the comparison.process is exhaustive is required

/ -

by theiresult that response, times increase at the smile rate for positive and

J

.negat e trials. A search that terminated with.the finding of the target on

positive trials would produce a function that increased half as rapidly

across display size as"that for negative trials (Sternberg, 1966). Theinter-

pretation'of the oVel'all woad-pseudoword differehce-would be that words are

encoded more rapidly than pseudowords, per4s by being recognized more ofteR

as single unlitsr .Once encoding is complete, however, the quality of the

encoded letter string is equivalent for words and pseudowords. This conclus %n

is based upon the finding of equivalent slopes of the functions relating mean./

. response times to number of display lettersfor words, and pseudowords. Accor-

ding to the Moder, these slopes are estimates of the fetter comparison times,

and their equivalence for words and pseudowords indicate that the comparison4
piocess is the same for both types of displays.

The model can be sums *zed by representing the processes that occur

. between display onset and esponse output as series of independent stages

/

--(see Sternberg, 1975). These include display'encoding, latter-compecison, re-

. sponse decision, and response execution. The overall.mean response time is

'imaged to be equal to the suatof the mean execution times for each of the-*

stages. Nate that we-are ,assuming that the comparison stage-ithe only one

14
O.
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affected by the numb41- of display letters. Although i,..eould assume that the

encoding process takes longer when a larger number of letters is present-in the

display, we then would have expected different results. Any process that

changes as a function of display size should result in changes iNhe slope of

the function relating response time to the number of display letters. If words

tend to be percWed as units and,pseudowords as several spelling patterns or

individual letters, and'if encoding time depends on the number of units being

recoghized, then the slope should have been less for words than for pseudoword

displays. This was not the case in the Gilford and Juola data, and_our_assump-

tion that encoding time is a constant for from one to about five unre ed

letters presented foveally is supported by other arguments (Massaro, 75;

-Shiffrin Gardner:1972).

-
In the next section we describe the results of a visual' search experiment

. that was designed to answer several questions. First, the model described above

was to be tested using word, pseudoword, and nonword display,. By sampling a -

wide range of materials that vary in their structural similarity to words as

as in their familiarity, ige can more adequately test the inference and

'unitization theories ofax.ord perception. We can also more closely assess

whether recognition or visual scanning processes are affected by these variables.

Second, these methods were extended to the study of visual search in children

at different ages and levels of reading instruction. This allowed us to' deterL,

'mine the effects of learning to read on perceptual encoding and letter com-

parison procpsses. The aim is to gain more evidence for how words'are perceived

and how changes that accompany learning to read affect - visual processing

mobil itiek and strategies.

15
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A Developmental Study of Visual Search.

There are several published studies of visual search performance in

children. For example, Krueger, Keen, and Rubtevich (1974) compared letter

search performance in college students and fourth grade children using displays
. ,

.

of six-letter words, pseuddWords, and nonwords. Although the adults were about

twice as fast ovevall as the children subjects, both groups showed about the

same amount of facilitation for words over pseudowords (about 31) and for words

over nonwords (about 9%). Krueger et al. also found that children with better

0 / ; .

reading skills tended to search faster, but that reading ability was not,re-
f

lated to the relative differences between words, pseudou As, and nonwords. In

'Ia similar study, Katz and hicklund (1972) presented sing e-letter targets and

visual displays ofine, two, or four unrreiated letters to second and sixth-grade

children:, .hey reported that-Overall search time as well as the increase in

search time across display size were both greater for second -grade than.for

gad

.

children. They reported no reading-ability effects on search per-

forlitance and concluded (as Perfetti and Lesgold, this volume, have fdr adult

subjects) that, reading ability is related,only to visual information processing
,

skills that exceed the span of apprehension.

Our research bras desig7d to extend these resultt by covarying diSplay size

and display regularity within 'subjects. This Procedure4hould allow us to

4 41

localize the processing stage or stages affected by.difterences between words,

pseudowords, and nonwords. We also recognize the nec4ity to investigate

wordprocessing skills in younger children, 'in order to study the-changes that

occur laimord perception as children learn to read. /Finally, we want to

scomminommitclosely the relationship between reading ability and visual search

perfamance.

18



Our experiment was carried out using identical sets of:materialsand p
)

dures for groups of college students, fourth grade, second grade, and kinder
.

garten children: Each group contained 20 individual subjects who were run in

two or three separate s . The task sequence consisted of al.'S second

prescntati6 of a get .3tter followed by a visual masking field

for..S s- wh*- was followed by a 3-,4-,or S-letter display. The-display'

contained the t-letter on hart the trials. The subjecti indicated whether

the target was present or 'absent in the display by pressing either of two

response buttons. Both speed and accuracy of'responses were emphasized in the
.

instructions. All subjects were run for 270 triali'Wolving one trial for'

each of, thetstimuii shown in Table 1.

Insert fable ;bout here

stimuli yere selected, from KuCera.and Francis (1967) such that (a) all

words were among the most frequently-occurring words.in English (averaging about

27S.occurrences per million words), (b) mean frequency was approximately equated

across 3-,4 -,and S-letter words, (c) all words contained one'syllable, and

(d) no letters were repeated within any word. The pseudowords and nonwords

were formed by making pronounceable andunpronouweableanagrams of the words,

although for about 11% of the stimuli a single letter in the.word had to be

changed in prder to form an acceptable vseudoword or nonword anagram. The

orthographic regularity And rmonounceability of the pseudowords was affirmed

(and necessary changei made) by five independent judges. They also certified
a

the general.unprrounceatlity of the irregular nonwords.

. The stimuli were typed in lower case letters and phoioenlarged so that

they could be seen clearly and in about their normal reading size when presented

r

17
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in a tachistoscope.. (A fik-letter uord subtended a horizontal visual angle of

L

abut 1.5 degreei.) The assignments of target letters td the stimdli were
.

made for two different stimulus sets such that each display was used equally

often on positive and,negative trials within eCti .1) of subjects, and, on

positive trials, the target letter appeared about equally often in each serial

position of the display. The college student subjects were volunteers who

participated in the experiment for course credit in an introductory psychology

\ course at the University of Kansas. The children were recruited from local

public schools.

were tested with

\ (WRAT) and were

At the end of two or three experimental sessions the children

the yr 1 reading part of the Wide Range Achievements Test

d $3.00 for their participation.

The results ill be presented in two parts, the first is concerned'urith the

overall visual ieatch data and the second is concerned with the effects of 410

display type. Figure 1 presents mean response times for positive and negative

responses separately for eacit grouppf subjects. WI overall search time and

search speed (as measured by the slopes of the best- fitting lines) decrease

with age. Further, there is an apparent shift ih processing strategy from

rten subjects .to older subjects. Whereas the slopes of the functions

for inSiti and negative responses are' ibOut equal for adults (being about

25 milliseconds per letter and 28 milliseconds perletter respectively), the

positive slope for kindergarten children (172-milliseconds per letter) is about
t.

half the negative slope (331 milliseconds per letter). The two-to-One ratio.

of negative to positive slopes is what would be expectedif-a self-terminating

search process were used. In this case, on the average positive trial'only

about half of the display letters would need to be scanned before the target

would be found and the process terminated. The relatively slow search rate.

18,
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of kindergarten subjects is also'consistent with a search strategy based on

auditory codes.- That is, it \i)'po ibli that Xhe kindergarten suhjects..pc,.-

ce§sively,named'each display letter and made a positive response as soon as this

name matched that of the target letter. The results for children'in the second
.

And fourth' grades were more consistent with the adult. data. For these sub-
.

jects, the'comparison process can 137 more adequately described asoa rapid;
#

e ustive scan of the-targeCletter against all of the display letters before

a r., . e is made.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The data in figure I combine mean response times for di, pseudowords,
,-

AnAnonlords. The effects of display type did not interact with the number Of

display letters. That is,. the results replicated and extended our earlier

findings (Gifford 4 Juola, 1970) indicating that the search process is the same

Ufa words, regular pseudowords; and -irregular hal-words. We conclude that this

search process is based on a visual image of the display that doeinot v4ry,in

quality for the various types of letter strings. There were significant

differences between the overall response Vibes far the thive display types, but

theseeffects did not interact with response type nor with thC number of display

letters. Therefore, thedata were collaged-aragiall variables except for

display type and age, and these rces\alts arAPshown in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about hcre
AI

Absfh, as can be seen in Table 2, the pa tern of results obtained for*

kindergarten subjects was different from that obtained for the other groups of A

19'
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-subjects. No significant differences among the mean resp6nsc times for words,
,

. .

pseudowords, and nOnworas were foundjor kindergarterichildren. All other

gioups showed the same order g of response times with words resulting in

faseir responses than pseudowor which i4 turn produced faster responte than

nonwords) Although the main effect of display,iiPe.was stat4ticalli signi-
.

ficant.for second grade, fourth grade, and college subjects, the word-pseudoword

difference watinOt significant within any group.

*.

These results stand in atparent.contrasvo those morted by Gilford ,
OD

A

1
and Juola (1976) in which a reliable 40-millisecond advantage for words over 7 ,

P
pseudowords was found. They used a search task involving similar materials

.
an es with two exceptions: (a) The displays were 50% smaller than those

t
.

. .

used in the present study. The smaller displays igere.somewhat more difficult .

to 'see, and if indj.vidualAetters had been-presOnted.they would have been

recognizable orgy-by subjectsswith normal or better acuity.' (b) Only words

__and pseudowords were presented; .thus words occurred on 501 of:the trials. versus'

As in the prelint study. Either or both''Of,these factors could have reduced "

the magnipde of the word advantage in the data reported in Table 2 by.lessening

the subjects'. 'reliance on a whole cord pApcesiing strategy (see alsceAderman

4 Smith, 1971; Juola, Thylork 4 (hoe, in press; Manelis, 1974).

The seen error rates across all conditions decreased with age.'from 9.9%

for kindergarten children %o S.7%, 3t3%, and 2.61 for second' grade, fourth

/, grade, and college students, respectively.. Although the error percentages

showed a gist); increase as, the number of display letters increase, the type

of display (word,.pseudoword, or nonword) had ne significant effect on the
.

: orror.rate. results allow the response time data to be interPreted .

directly, without. attempting to account Tor speed-accuracy tradeoffs withililOyir
A

e Vow of subjiets.

20
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Finally, there were no consistent relationships between realg ability .

as measured by the WRAT and any qehe results reported here. A few reliable\

correlations 4ere found between reading level apd %reran response time,

scanning rate, and word-pseudoword-nonword differences, but the-pattern of

resultis:ya inconsistent across grade leVels. Unless we can find anoth4

measure of reading4skill that leadilo areliablepatternpf results, we

be forced to agree with Krueger et al. (1974) and Katz and Wicklund11972)

that word processing skills as measured in visual search tasks are not closel

related to reading ability.
4 .

Suntory and Conclusions

r r`

The.faCt that words wre more-pereRtibl, strings of unrelated 'letters

has been demonstrated in many experiments (see reviews Henderson, in press;

Huey, 1908; Juola, Taylor, & Choe; in press; Smith &Spoehl 1974). Yord

superiority effects' in perception a been interpreted within two theoretical

0/framiworks. One theory assumes' that ters are the primary units of recogni4ane
,

and inferencbasedon orthogr9phic knowledge enable word and'wprdlike.letter

strings to be 'recognized more eirfiCiently than strings that violate rules of

English orthography. A second,theory assumes that frequently-occurring letter

clusters such as spelling patterns and C00111011 words are learned is percepts al

units through reading experience. Mese higher-order units are then capable

dbeing recognized directly from their primitive visual features, without

necessitati4z1or letter identifitation. Although seVeral recent experiments
4

,have been specifically designed to settle the inference versus unitization

issue (e.g., Juola, Choc, G Leavitt, 1974; Smith & Havilad, 1972; Thompson

4 gassano 1973), is unlikely ;pat we will be able to eliminate one or thee 4

9 1
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other of these theoric giv9n our eresent.i thods. iffr ltylies

developing a measure of regularity for o hographic structure along which ..

both words and pseudowords can be scaled. In the absence of an adequate

measure, word advantages over pseudoworJs n perception experiments can be

. raccounted for by either theory.

With these theoretical problems 'n mind, we decidedto study the'deire16-' .

sent of word superiority effects by using a letter search task. Finding a

given target letter in a visual display containing several letters is a task -

which can be performed by children who have not yet learned to read.... By exam-

ining search performance in children in several primary grades, we hoped to

learn about changes in visual information processing capabilitiO that accom-

paw learning to read. If word superiority effects inception develop due

) to learning orthographic ides or to internalizing spelling pattern andlargeill,_

units, then=teaChing.methods could be designed to facilitate the acquisition

and use of perceptual strategiestypically employed 'by children in recognizing

words.

Our, results have-shown that children at least as youngas those in the

second grade can use their-knowledge about English words-to speed visual search

performam.e. That is, decisions about whether or not a,givehttaraletter is

'drpresent in three- to five-letter display Were"made more rapidly for words
14,

and orthogrpahically regular pseudowords than 'for irregular nonwords. 111e.a.1-

.

vintage for words and pleudowords dyer nonwords appears 'to be localized in

recognition processes, since search rates did not differ for the three types of
.

displays. The lack of a significant difference betweenperformance for words

and pseudoweas would seem to indicate that either inference based on ,knowledifl,

of ftglith otthography, or the usof spelling patterns as Irceptu21 mitt' IS
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"1.4
the key to the word identification process.

Nr results have Allo_shovaithatimpor_chantes in visual search perform:nice

accompany learning to read dUring the first years in which the skill is acquired.

In contrast to the second grade' and elder subiect groups, whose search data

409

`are more similar than differcat, the kindergartochildren show an entirelz.

.,.

different patternof results.- First, their search rates were much slower than

thebe for older children and adults, and could conceivably have been bane on

auditory, enendings of the letters rather than on visual codes. Second, the

search process for kindergartfn children terminated with the finding of a

match with the target letter, whereas subjects in all otl.ergfoapvuere apparently

morelikeli to;usir en exhaustive scanting process. Finally, the kindergarten

%- objects showed i differences befweoaurax4wpseudoword, and noqword diiplays,

. .. ...:

andel-400y were all processed in an identital letter-by-letter fashion: .
.

I

In contrast, secqed.ani fourth grade clitldrenind:aclults showed siatibldir effects. .
. '

for displays with regular spelling patterns versus those that were irregular.*

lgat is, subjedwilitpt for those in the kindergarten group responded
r

1112T0 y when words or pseudowords were presented than when nonuvrdS were

displayed. We conclude that these differences between' indergarten children

' and those in the second grade and beyondirrenot-dueAas much to maturation and

general learning experience as to specific skills acquired during reading and

reading .instructiont.

Theqack,of any correlation between, reading level and visual search per-

forlorn°, is somewhat surprising to us d;spite the equivocal evidence presented

earlier (Katz 4 Wickland, 1972; Krueger, Keen, 4 Rub leviche 1974; Perfetti

Lessold, this iolume). We are not ready to give up on thiS issue, however, as

mejor changes in visual search.performance:appear to occur'quite'rapidln our

23 .
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A
data shokno effects of:orthOgiaaphic regulaiity in kindergarten children,

the complete-pattern ofe;esults_observable'in the adult data was alb o obtaided

for second grade children. We'}believe that a closer sinvestigatiod of the to
4

botween- rejding ability_ and visual search performance should be :,,

made at the firsigrade levei--whedchanges in visual scanning strategibsina
,

-

the use :of redundancy.in English wordsishaulkfirst occur. This approach

should be fruitful in-using visualagich tasks to measure changes in:percelituil
4

p rofesses that parallel deVelopmentsin reading ability.

Finilly,,we are inleneral agreement with Venezky ;nd44assaroZs (this

.

. .

volume).discussioniof the best-kept secret in reading ;ins11truction. Phonics

training apParentlyhes more long-range benefits than the - development of
y-

decoding skills. Researchers from riuey (1908) to Oimin (1975) have argued'

.thatkas reading skills incriase,!relience on phonemic'encoding plays a lesser.

role in word recognition, and the process ibefo;es more dependent on purely

yitial Codes. This Is not to deny that phonics training is important as an aid

decoding when visual recognitibn fails. We also recognize the fact that

phonemic of more general-auditorycode4 are important in reading'in order to

retain and comprehend the infermatiok

Roy and Kleiman have also claimed).~

gained from several eye fixatiorg (as

14,vertheless, the, route to rapid word

identificatleciand skilled =sling depends on the development of visual
,

, 4

processing skills dm* Make use!of,orthegraphic regularities or the direct

recognition of frerently-Occuiring letter clusters and words. If this is the

mV°1-4111
./to-reading that is to be learned, then perhaps phonics

training should specifically include emphasis on the regularities in itaglish

ortitograppy. :)he materials normally used to tvich dedoding could then be de-

signed to litate'acquisition of rapid word recognition skills that are/
iSportaat *reading fOr aemprehensic

*
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List

Table 1

of stimultis materials used in the visual search experiment

hoRDS

;ThreeLettcr Four Letter

act best

air born

ask both

big come

bit fear

- boy game

girlcar

cut gone

far head

few heat

hour

just

king

lead

loft
$

line

near

pain

rate

rest

rise

toad

shot

soTt

Five Letter

board

break

chief

claim

clear

'mirth

'faith

field

forms

great

heard

horse

'house

large

,ith

'night

plant

quite

short

shown

sight

t sound

south

speak,.

412
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Table 1 (continued)

WORDS

Three Let-,ers Four Letters Five Letters

run step - stage

sat take think

sea town third

son 'true those

sun turn trade

two west

27

r

YoWig

413
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Table 1 (continued)

PSEUDOWOR6S

Three Letter Four Letter Five Letter

tac %teb droab

ain bron kreab

sak thob fiche

gib moce chaim
0

/
tib rafe . crale

,

yob -meag thare

rac gril thaif

noge flide

bade morfs

wef itane trage

gos bour hearb

nog post harse

dit gink blouse

dael grale

flet nomth

pi* lein ginth

yek cane giant

eld naip tique

taer trosh

ster whorls

sier thigs

doar douns

Cosh mouth

tors skape

tuc

raf

oth

rah

wol

nai

0171

1$

top

dor

28



Table 1 (continued)

PSEUDONORDS

Three Letter - Four Letter

nur spot

Us- tade

ase

nos

140t

I

nowt

rute

true

nest

p

29

415

Five Letter

geast

J40:42

tho

th

iothe

drate

yourg
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Three Letter

"tca- tbeS o rbdoa

Table 1 kcontinued)

NONI$0111:6

Four Letter Five Letter

arw boor krbea

ksa btoh feih

ibg1 mcoe' . lcmia

4itb - rfea 1 liaec

ymb gmea htrae

rCO

ctu

rfa

we

sga

ugn

hti

/ rlig tfiah

ngeo dleif

hdea sfmor

htea rtaeg

hrou rdhea

jtus hrsoe

ngki hseou

dlea rgeal

tftel nomhIwo

bjo loci "tgihn
;

kse nrea tpaln i

side. aipn qteiu f

1

wto rtca rsoht
;

cm rtes , nmohs

400 rile htigs

Ido rdoa anon

.
ptu htos htsuo

.rds otsr

30

ksaep-
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Table I (continued)

MiNWORDS
r

Three Letter Four Letter Five Letter

nru tpes gsaet

tsa tkea tknih

csa mot hdtir

....

nso uetr htsoe

\ WU ntur tdaer

wto wtes ngyou

.5

417
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'Table 2

Mean response times (in milliseconds) for letter search in visual

displays of words, pseudowords, and nonwords

Display Type

; Words Pseudowords . Nonwords

College; Students 543 553 568

.Fourth Grade Students 933 94S 967

Second Grade Students 1,258 1,266 1)301

Kindergarten Students 1 2,128 2,112 2,104
0
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Mean response times for positive and negative responses

if
419).

s.

ilotted as functions of the number of display letters for kindergarten,

second grade, \fourth grade, and college students.

iwt,
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF JUOLA PRESENTATION

ti

CLAY: Do ou have any information on the letter knowledge -skills of the

kinde ten chiidreeM Had they Already acquired letter knowledge?

JIMA: We gave them all the Wide Range Achievement Test. In fact, all of the

kindergarten .children in ourssample were able to name the letters, and I think

their.mean treading level score on the Wide Range AChievement Tea was 1.5. That

sight be a 'problem in our sample..

We are saying that second-grade children show as suet:ifuse of orthOgraphic

redundancy, or,user of familiar larger units is adults. Our second-grade zhildren

test at about the fourth-grade level of reading. So we have all the more reason

Wyse these procedures to work with first- grade, beginnineretding'children. In

fact,-we ire doing that; we Just haven't completed our research.

' Q AT: In Jew Zealand, children. go straight into reading wordt in oontext,

learning' their letters in context, so we did find thislkindergarten/tirstegrade

a

difference you would 'expect to find; however, on Ay test materials of

hiodeivarteS children An the States, I findthat they have this lettee knowledge
.

.bafore they :stall the othar.visua4scanning learning:

- -'''-'".'-'

Aga, SMITH: lee said that-the data cor the WAndergarten kids -suggest that they

Mir" using Ogee kind of phonetic: or acoustic representation. Save yoweeSained

the strort they mho? lawriyomigive.them a target letter` that is not .00ntkined

. . '
4 1

la- tiro 44splay, for example, are they, lore, to say-./gg, when the target

.. .

Ir ir 000wetically sini4ar to.something.that is in the display?

A ' 4 a

0
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JUOLA: We do have the trial stimuli and errors, but, we haven't analyzed them. 111,

yet.

I stated that it looked as if auditory comparisons could be going on, due to

the fact that the kids are processing displays at about three letters per second.

The evidence for auditory comparimina is based on estimates of rates of implicit

speech generatedin'questionable experiments gith adults, so 1 really don't have

any outeideevidence to support the claim that comparisons could be auditory for

kindergarten children and visual for, older children. I am certainly comfortable

with that interpretation', however.

DANES: Dayou have any explanation for the large difference in the y-intercept

for,the kindergarten children? They are going to cross at two, and extrapolating

down to zero, the negatiri'Lercept. will be less than the positive.

JUOLA: That is not true. The negative intercept is going to be less than tivi

posit4ve intercept for the kindergarten children, whereas for all other people,

if I extrapolated that function, you would find that the intercepts for

and negative-triiia-would be about the same..

4)DANES: Do yo have any explanation for that rather large difference?

JUOLA: If you-look at the equations for self-terminating versus exhaustive

mourning models, you see that some part of the comparison time does go into the

positive ercept in the self-terminating model, and it does not in the

exhaustive scanning model.

TIPSZU: Jim, bow would you acdount- -in the model you are talking about, Ed's
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model, or anybodyelse's information- processing model-for what goes on when the

alternatives are fixed; that is, in the case where you wipe out the record?

JUOLA: I imagine that when the alternatives are not fixed, you are trying to

process the infoimation with respect to existing categori's in memory; that ir,

the categories for letters, spelling patterns, and whole words. If I fix*the set

of letter alternatives for you and use them for 10,.20, or 30 trials, it might be

more efficient to set up new categories ,specifically for this

experiment--categoriea that depend on only a small number of features--in order

to make the critical a .inction. It might be more efficient, for example, to

say I am going to look for a crossbar in order to distinguish an a from aja. I

will only have to detect that single feature to make a diatinction between an

and a 14 I won't have to process other features that. might be involved in A

deciding whether or not this letter belongs to an existing category in memory. I

would say that an effective strategy, when the letter categories are fixed, would

be to set up new partial, limited categories, that could be better matched to

feature representation than could existing categories of the larger list.

UNIZEI: Do you hypothesize, then, that the matching process could terminate

prior to.the time the actual letter was-identified?

AMA: Yes. lasentially that is why that strategy would be more efficient than

one in which you identified the letter and decided whether or not it was the

letter you were looking for.

MUM Could you test that hypothesis by varying the similarity between the

two altaisatives?

42
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JUOLA: Absolutely. In fact, the data that I showed suggest that. In one case,

the alternatives changed from trial to trial; in the other, we held the

alternatives constant.

VENEZ!: No, I don't mean that way. Let's say hold them constant, but vary the

alternatives.

JUOLA: I want to go back to the earlier experiment, where we shoSed word

advantages when the letter alternatives changed from trial to trial, and no word

advantages when alternatives were fixed. We also looked at the similarity of the

letter alternatives and found no effect of simillrity when the alternatives

changed from trial to trial. When the alternatives were fixed, however, we found

a very large-similarity effect, which would be consistent with that idea.

If you set up feature lista specific_to the letter alternatives you are

looking for, you would probably have to sample more features to, distinguish the

similar alternatives from the dissimilar ones. Massaro also reports ;hilarity

effects in a task where the alternatives are fixed, and no similarity effects

where the alternatives vary.

TIMM That's really remarkable. Think what a low level of cool that

implies. Something continually bothers me about exhaustive search in the target

match. What would happen if the letter caring came first and was followed

immediately by your target letter?

MLA: Do you mean a Sternberg search task?

VISIZZI: Because a resolution can take place first, you eliminate the resolution

43
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/process, so what gives you the appearance of an exhayttive search? Ycu still

think you would end up with curves that would show th auount of search?

JUOLA: I think you are desciribing the Sternberg arch task and an exhaustive

scanning process. It soOnds counterintuitive; why would a search process

continue after a match is Ound? According/io Sternberg, if a search process is

faster than a process, in which you have to decide-wheiber or not a match is

,obtained, it, is =Ian, more efeicient to complete the search process than it is

to check for a match
/
after each ccOarison.

.4

VEMEZP: 'I suppose the serial position data should confirm this in some way.

J:104 : Yes.

VZIEZEI: Given, though, that there has to be some complexities.

.1000: I hope v:11 have the serial position data in the final

isPar; we don't have them yet.

version of the

CALFZE: You showed a graph of slopes for the last study, and you noted that the

ratio for the kindergarten children was two-to-one and that the other ratios were

mot'sdimifliantly different. What were the ratios, though? My eye picked up

JO U: They are all bounded between two-to-one and one-to-one, but none of them

ars partial: ma pindecgarten ratio is almost exactly two-to-one. WO are

avarsplas aoross 270 trials, over 2 days for 20 subjects. It is conceivable that

44
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we Save a few people using one strategy and a lot of people Ling another

strategy.

CALFEE: Suppose that instead of looking at data and testing the hypOthesis, you

look for the relative support in your data for the hypothesis that it's_a

two-to-one ratio for all groups, as opposed'to a one -to-one ratio for the groups.

My eye suggests that the two-to-One ratio might get more support.

JUOLA: For adUlts the negative slope is 28 msec; the positive slope, 25 msec.

That's almost a perfect replication of a study we did at Stanford in 1969, using

consonant letter displays. The ratios are very close to one-to-one for adults,

and the ratio increases as you go to younger and younger kids, until it's almost

exactly two-to-one for kindergarten children.

CALFEE: Is it changing?

JUOLA:. Yes, the ratio is getting larger as you work with younger and younger
NN

children. Again, I will be looking toisee if that's a strategy-type effect; if

we do'have "self-terminating" children versus "exhaustive' scanning" children.

C. SMITH: When Sternberg originally proposed his search task, he argued that

when you get exhaustive search, is likely to be extremely efficient, more

efficient than self - terminating search. Thit fits beautifully with your data.

With the kindergarten kids, you only get evidence for self-terminating search

-when it is slow.

JIMA: iihen I ran an experiment at Stanford, I asked each subject, in the

'15 .r
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debriefing sessions, exactly what he or she was doing. One subject described,

exactly the two altbrnatives, the self-terminating search and the exhaustive

search. She said, ."I 'use the exhaustive search, beeline it's faster and easier."

JACKSON: As I sit through this, I am able to conceptualize why there is such a

gap between research and practice. I f I were a first-grade or kindergarten

teacher, I would have a great deal of difficulty understanding what this
.

discussion means in terms o:of, what I am supposed to do with group 1 tomorrow

morning. I think it re lates tothints that Frank Smith talked about ye:terday.
e

Maybe we do need to .consider tiie relationship between the researcher and the

practitioner. Is there a direct relationship or is there, a dichotomy? Are they

separate?

JUOj.A: I am entirely sympathetic with that statement.

ISSSICK: It say be useful to point out that some of these studies will have

their greatest value not is telling us what to teach or how to teach, but in

describing what happens as children learn to read; in describing the growing

alempts to look at changes in word recognition and eventually sentence

processing. The next step is to look at those developmental changes in the

contest of known instructional situations. Different methods of instruction

ought to,produoe, or might prodUce, different kinds of changes over' time; that

is, different routes to becoming skilled readers.

So ome part of what is going on here is the izamiaation of the effects of

imstrustion rather than the formulation of prescriptions for instructing. The

_111111100d that something important is ha ning between kindergarten and second

SOW* to help ohildren acquire et least the f learning to read is

46
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part of what this is about.

434.

/ CLAY: I want to respond to Shirley. I asked Isabelle Liberman about development

in the visual area rather than in the phonemic segmentation area. I said that if

you are going to quote Elkonin, then you might go to some of the Russian

-,-developmentall6psychologists, who have looked at visual' scanning developmentally.

Isabelle said, 'No, kids learn\their-letters easily."

I am sure many of the disadvantaged children have to go through

developmental stages' in order to achieve letter identification. I am delighted

to hear the emphasis to y on the developmental -aspects of visual search, wh/th

is helpful once childr n get into more complex componentsof reading. I agree

entirely with the notion that because you put so much emphasis on sound, visual

analysis hae been almost completely overlooked. I have been working with

teachers to help them unaerstand some of this development in the visual area.

think this is. very important for the practicing teacher; there is a.

communication here to be dealt in.
.

A

gACCOM: All I am saying is that there isn't that broker relationship, between

practitioner and researcher, in the conference.

IgSNICK: It takes a little bit of thinking timer; It not a quick turnaround

response- that does that brokering. That's part of the reason for the several

-Layers of discussants, the immediate discussion that we are having now, the

format discussants tomorrow morning and afternoon, who have had a chance to read

the papers and reflect on them, and then that set of four integrative papers. It

le a erwolal question, and I don't think either my comments or Marie's were

diblegis tolvold it. We were only trying to suggest some of the ways in liftoh
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things that may not look directly relevant--and, in fact, don't tell you what to

do tomorrow --are part of the effort we need to understand how children can learn

to read and, therefore, how we can help them.

R. SMITH: I want to respond to Shirley, too., I agree with you, I think there

ii --a very noticeable gap. I think we should draw a distinction between the r

theory of reading and thi theory of instruction. The talks you heard by Jim;\:

Glenn, and me are exclusively concerned with the theOry of reading, but we were

asked to see ifwhat we said has any implications for a theory of instruction.

While one would naturally guess that a theory of instruction will be related-. to a

theory of reading, I think it is a mistake to think it will be the same ,theory.

ttPerhaps that's what caused some of mit be thinking we should be talking the

exact same lingo, and we are not. You can find plenty of 'examples of this in

other fields. I don't think it is anything tc worry about. There is a great

differepce between the theory of biology and medical practice, and this runs

through science completely, and has to.

JACESOI: I agree withrtbat. That's the :raison I brought up the comments Frank

. .

made yesterday about the dichotomy. I havepot
.

seen a foobs on the dichotomy, if
III

there is one, between research theory and Practice.

MUM: .I don't think you should accept what Lauren and Marie said to you. - I

think you UT, to accept the kind of research that's talked about herd as

fuodinecital research, motivated strictly desire tm understand how humans

carry on a oertain process. If, in fact, you are_goisi to siligimaffling, and

Inn_ *Oh, It might relate this way or that, then you, strategy should be to

maawww,
identify real problems in the classroom and go inmate research to help you

a. 48 411111111.16--
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)resolve what to do about those problems.
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. This work is not motivated by problems. We dOnit really know that there are

many problems involved in word recognition, and it may turn out that word

reoognition is a silly place to think about getting further improvement.

As a scientist, one has to buy the notion that there is a need to understood

and that out of that kind of understanding, one can, over time, galp a better
4

sense of security, as be attacks different areas, to those in which he is

working. Bell Telephone resefrch laboratory has exactly that attitude. They

literally turn their better researchers lame on asything they want, on the
-

assumption that any basic undeistanding in -math, electronics, or computing,'.

because-of the fundament understanding it brings, will pay Off for Bell,

-eventually: dell nvented the transitor, and although there was something like a

15-year gap before the first piece of Bell equipment-ever used a transistor, they

went right on developing it and trying to find ways to 'lake it better.

I don't think that it's fair for those of us who are interested in basic

research to be forced to pretend that we are doing this, because we see this

wonderful relationship between our work and reading. As I said before, the

minute we start saying that, we make ourselves responsible for identifying real

problems and waking the other way. I think we get into tremendous problems when

mm start trying to draw these -Lamson. relationships. There is a world of

difference between fundamental research and.what you do in the classroom. I

don't think what Frank Siith says comes to. that at all. Frank is simply

ropladoulons kind of theory with another, and oeitAr relates to instruction,

Oahe! you so to eo-ealled inside-out or outside-in. It's a false dicbotimy,

also. Ilworytbio, that is given hers Fiat is outside -in basto be a component of

Spy lasidoest work.. Mare is no way, in realty, to deal with reading without
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dealing with the reality of stiMull'coming in.. In fact, I will show tomorrow

precisely how some people build the inside-out component into recogiition models.

F.-SMITH: It is.really unreasonable to expect resear0 by people like Jim end
A

Rave and some of my earlier work to solve problems in the classroom. These are

some of the kinds of things I was addressing myself to yesterday. People are

working in different domains, and you have to let people who are doing the word

recognition studies get-on withebasio research.\You can't ask them to use what

they know to resolve schoolroom problems. I think that is one of the aims of

this conference, and it's-one of the things I wanted to question yesterday.

On the other Hand, people who are familiar with clissrooes have to try' to

maks sense of -whdt these researchers have to say in light of the way they

perceive-the problems. In other words-, the two endeavois have to be brought

together, to the extent they can bee.iutwe shouldn't'expect Much of an overlap.

Although there will ber'a few occasional interfaces, you can't expect the person

with the least knowledge-4n this case, the researcher--to solve the problem in

the lariats area, the school. You wouldn't expect the researcher to go to

somebody in the school and say, Look, I have this whole theoretical problem

here, solve it torso, because you are working with kids who are Darning to

read. These are two entirely different domains. Anil what is wrong here is the

expectation thatlabe researchers ought to be able to beidge the gap.

. Wooed Point.is that Jim is not giving us a theory of reading. It's a

theory of word-recognition, a rather limited thew; of word monition at that.

!'!it's flee; we ought to encourage this position. But there are a lot of other

things going on in reading. Word- recognition certainly isn't all of reading. On

some 000ssioni that may, indeed, be very little of reading,

50
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WHITS: I want to play with Shirley's question a little bit. One question she

was asking, apart from asking for a definition of basic research, was: "Why am I

sitting here listening to this?" Apart from the fact at basic research goes its

way, education- goes its way, and the theory of human word reception is,not a

theory of instruction, her question can be taken- at a simple level. She is

really saying, "Okay, here is, guy who is telling me some stuff, and what as I

supposed to make out of it?" Suppose we take the question down from the highest

apologetics and dress it in another way. The basic assumptionlof this conference

is that two worlds are going to meet, so I think it is legitimate for somebody to

try to project a path by which those two worlds will come together, unless we

went to treat this as one of those exercises in which we all speak and then leave

in an existentially closed fashion. I didn't think that the answers to Shirley's

question were satisfactory.

MISMICE: Will you address that a little bit tomorrow?

!SITE: Yes, I ai going to try to, but now I want to point out that the answer

given wasn't really_an acceptable one.

Iuwant to chastise Venezky and others!. for not acceptilg the

responsibility for what they say in a research report. You say, "Well, we are

just explaining thingic." On the other hand, Juola does attempt to say: "If this

is- the skill to be learned, then perhaps phonics training should be revised or

replaced with teaching' methods that emphasize regularities in English

ertbography."*(Sditors te: This quote is from an earlier draft of the Juola

41%-paper. It does notitappear the final version).

*

C.
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VENOM: A totally irresponsible atatement.

GLIM: Some intelligent teacher is going to pick up. your article and say, "Gee,

kiwi, that's interesting. As I teach my kids or as I talk to my publisher

t t s that's something I an go to be sensitive to." You can .call a

physician totally irresponsible whe he says, "Gee, yo .know, someone said that

cholesterol has something to do with he circulation of your blood, and maybe I

am going to take that seriously and say something to my patients it I read

another published study like that." Apse are reasonably responsible statements,

which some intelligent people are going to be sensitive to.

VANNZAY: The only answer that 'can give'to that is that I am going to make up a

new paragraph at the end of every report. It's going to say something like:

"Without intelligent consideration of the needs of children, the resources

-sesilaby to an instruotor, and the capabilities of the teacher, the contents of

this report can be dangerous to instruction."

GLASER: I know nothing that shouldn't be followed oy such a statement.

VANISJI: I think that eierione.who is doing fundamental research should be

required to do that. It would be better than these giatuitous statements we've

heard hero.

JA ON: Let me Quote a letter from Lauren::
1

writing to invite your

atteldamee to-a series of oonferenoes oonoerned with the general problem of

Istagratiag theeMAttoal releerch on reading° with issues of instructional
1.

profits.. Despite ,the prohisionvof researho in reading, we seldom offer strong

*
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1- . ,

stiggeitiobs for instructicnal 'plcactice. And despite the large number-of existing

:reading programs, few have been analyzed to extracbahe implicit theories which
I-

they repreient. In, thinking about how ,best to help in bringing about the

7

integration, it was decided that this purpose could best be .served-by a series of
-) -

meetings in whichpeople holding different points of view on reading presented

the evidence for their positioms,''ind integtationi based on those resentations

et cetera, et cetera, et cei4ra.

that supposedly is the focus of this conference.

IIENZZIT: Shirley, I think you have to accept the fact that no relatiOnship is

set. Zero relationship is still aArelationship. The time-when we will see the

relationship between very basic relearch and instructional practice is- extremely

to
dist ant. ,We should quit pretending the two are so close the we can go

1

1 1 *
limediateiy into-instruction.

JACKSON:. Icy aren'twe saying that?
,

,Solfemems.totave clear evidence tat researchers have all beeM failing

over the past Ural. years and. getting a little closerto.instruction than we

should.

JACK' :. Lay it out there on the table.

4.

a

I

SIC[: Malt a 'acute. You afe accepting one point of view with as little

imidad it as the other ens.

SOW loth matt say that without blowing up this building.t
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- ROSNER: Given the chance to vote, I would vote with Shirley. But I have to

support the other argument with just two simple statements. Number one

Somewhere in that letter, you came acrossathe phrase about the great differences

that'dexisb between research and practice, so you are simply seeing some of the

separation between the.two fields. Nothing is perfect. Number two: I would bet

that the be:addling about your making that statement was that you made it, In'a

cumulative sense, that will change behavior over time.

)

I don't think it :1,4111 be here., or at the next conference,, where evervbodv'

.
.

. will 'foods on the practicalities of reading. instruction, but I also think it

helps, for you to raise that issues." C-Just isn't practical, to look for lucid
4. ru

answers from the basic scientists.

GLASER: You have to understand that basic scientists are ttained to be impressed

with how much they don't know. That's the only problem they are worried 'about:

"How much don't we know?" Sometimes they get interested in ho) such we do know

and what we might do, but that's a different att'it'ude.

EObasis on how much wee don't know is a .very pervasive' attitude in

psychology and in a lot of the social sciences and economics. My physics friends

and biology friends are much less humble; they sometimes teal us what they know.
A

VINEZ1d: . As the Frenchman said, when he kissed the oow, "Each and every to his

ONO: I Oink there is ~till an answer, We had e whole two-day conference last

week, Ask lib one .41xf these, but mush more hOmmeneous, because just the

ressrobes7 were there. They really Ought to -have been able to communicate with,
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each other, but at the end of &io days, one guy got up and said, "There is a 411,

moral to the story:.--Life is hard."

I really think there is another answer. One of the most difficult problem....

that we face is trying to make that match between two different kinds of jargons,

two different attitudes--as Bob has now pointed out--toward to lice knowledge

gained. Some of us are sitting here not even knowing how to

communimte with the people that are closest to us about'some of the things tLat

we think we know.

.AUKSON: I think there is a dichotomy in terms of the attitudes and positions of

researrhers. Some rd64::oher's feel that it's necessary to try to bridge this

gap. Other researchers apparently do not feel that this is something that is

even worth pursuing..

OLiSKR: Speaker requested that his comments be deleted.

RESNICK: I am glad the question was raised. If nothing else, in the altercation

between some of the more theoretical and clearly practical presentations, we have

hs beginnings. The fact that you are all willing to it and listen to each

other is perhaps of some interest in itself. I know that politeness plays a

great role in that, but it cat explain the whole story, because you didn't have

to acme.
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